The Alaska Native Women's Resource Center envisions our tribal women, communities and families free from violence, healing the trauma and utilizing the wisdom of our ancestors to create effective community/tribal responses to domestic violence, dating violence, stalking, trafficking, sexual assault, and related injustices.

Speak with a StrongHearts advocate at no cost by calling 1-844-7NATIVE (1-844-762-8483)
Open daily: 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. cst when are to ready to reach out.
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Our goal is to empower tribal communities to protect their citizens. We believe each community has the knowledge to do this. We work closely with tribes to tailor the curriculum to fit their communities needs.

- 83% of American Indian and Alaska Native adults have experienced some form of violence in their lifetimes.
- 55.5% of AI/AN women have experienced physical violence from a partner.
- 56.1% of AI/AN women have experienced sexual violence in their lifetime.

How we are working to change our communities:

- Create public awareness and material to bring attention to domestic violence, sexual assault, sex trafficking, missing and murdered Indigenous women throughout the state that reflects our communities.
- Engage on a systems level to advocate for change and develop polices to protect our tribal citizens.
- Empower tribes to create their own sovereign response to violence that is aimed at protecting their women and children.
- Increase victims access to both emergency and long term services.
- Engagement sessions tailored to fit each community, including historical trauma and the impact on violence today.
- Creating a tribal, community-based response to missing and murdered and trafficked women and girls.

If your tribe is interested in learning more about how AKNWRC can support you in the effort of decreasing violence against woman in your community please contact us through the information provided. We look forward to working together to end the violence against women in our communities.